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Access to the bottom
of Upper Beat 6

Take entry marked
"Backpackers Hostel",
park vehicle opposite the
front door ofthe hostel
and walk to river.
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THE RIVER GLASS SYNDICATE FISHINGS
I All parties fishing must acquaint themselves with
the location ofthe beat allocated to them for that
day of the week.

2The beats rotate downstream on a daily basis.

3 A maximum of four rods is permitted on each
beat.

4 Fly fishing only is permitted. Spinning or the use
of any other method of fishing is strictly
prohibited.

5 Fishers are asked to refer to the Conservation
Policy of the River Glass (which can be found on
the back page).

6The changeover of beaa will be at midnight.

TAny gates in the access roads that are closed
should be left closed after access has been taken.

I Please note before fishing on the River Glass you
should check your equipment is in good working
condition. ln particular please make sure that you
wear the appropriate lifesaving equipment.You will
be fishing entirely at your own risk and the
proprietor of the fishing will not be responsible
should an accident occur.

9All fishers MUST make a weekly return of the
number offish caught,the weight,the beat,the
pool and whether the fish is killed or released to
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tn line with the advice given by the
Scottish Executive, and supported by the
River Glass Syndicate, the following
Conservation Policy has recommended
as the ttcatch and release"policy.
The aim is to release at least 50% of all
fish caught.

ALL SEASON
Each rod should RELEASE I st, 3rd,5th etc. fish
caught.They may retain their 2nd,4th,6th etc.

Anglers should also release all fish over
l0lbs/30 inches.

GENERAL NOTES
. Damaged or marked fish should not

be returned.

. All stale/gravid fish and foul hooked fish, as laid
down by the Salmon Act, must be released.

. Under the provisions of the Salmon
Conservation Act 200 l, the sale of rod caught
fish is illegal.

.The use of barbless hooks is recommended.

.When releasing fish, try to keep them in the
water at all times and under no circumstances
should fish be lifted clear of the water by
their tails.

. The use of "knotless" mesh landing nets will help
prevent the fish from being damaged.
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Erchless Estate, Struy, 
	Beauly, IV4 7JU
e-mail Peter@erchless.co.uk  or phone 07875 100390
 



Marine Scotland has classified the River Beauly system as a Fishery for which there will be a compulsory Catch and Release Policy in 2016 irrespective of whether or not the fish is damaged.  The only exception to this rule is where it can be shown that the fish is a farmed fish escapee


